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Abstract—A permanent magnet array (PMA) is a preferred source of magnetic field for body-part-dedicated low-field
(< 0.5 T) portable magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) because it
has a small footprint, no power consumption, and no need for a
cooling system. The current popular PMA is limited by the field
strength to be below 100 mT and the transversal field direction
where advanced technologies developed for the long-bore MRI
systems (e.g., multi-channel techniques) cannot be applied. In
this paper, a sparse high-performance PMA is proposed based
on inward-outward ring pairs and using magnet blocks that can
be bought off the shelf, targeting on portable head imaging.
Through a fast genetic algorithm (GA)-based optimization, the
proposed PMA has a longitudinal magnetic field with an average
field strength of 111.40 mT and a monotonic field pattern with
inhomogeneity of 10.57 mT (an RF bandwidth of < 10%) within
a Field of View (FoV) of 20 cm in diameter and 4.5 cm in length.
The field generated by the design was validated using analytic
calculations and numerical simulations. The field can be used to
supply gradients in one direction working with gradient coils in
the other two directions, or can be rotated to encode signals for
imaging with an axial selection. The encoding capability of the
designed PMA was examined through checking the quality of the
simulated reconstructed images. When it is used for encoding,
the field pattern favors imaging with good quality, which even
outperforms a linear pattern. The magnet array is 57.91 cm wide,
38 cm long, has a 5-gauss range of 87 × 87 × 104 cm3 , allowing
an operation in a small space. It weights 126.08 kg, comprising
of a stationary main array that supplies a homogeneous fields
with high field strength, and a light rotatable sub-gradient-array
(5.12 kg) that supplies a monotonic field for signal encoding. It
has a magnetic field generation efficiency of 0.88 mT/kg which
is the highest among sparse PMAs that offer a monotonic field
pattern. The force each magnet experiences in the design was
calculated and the feasibility of a physical implementation is
examined. The design can offer an increased field strength thus
an increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It has a longitudinal field
direction that allows the applications of technologies developed
for a long-bore system, such as surface coils and multi-channel
technology without compromising coil efficiency. This proposed
PMA can be a promising alternative to supply the main field and
gradient fields combined for dedicated portable MRI.

Index Terms—Low-field MRI, portable MRI, permanent magnet array, PMA

I. I NTRODUCTION
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers good soft tissue
contrast and has no ionizing radiation. A traditional MRI
system is expensive, bulky, and stationary. It is hard to
provide “point-of-care” and timely diagnosis, e.g., those in
an ambulance, a field medical tent, or an intensive care unit
(ICU). In recent years, portable MRI is obtaining increasing
attention in both the academia and the industry [1]. To achieve
portability, the body-part-dedicated concepts helps to significantly reduce the physical size of the system. Meanwhile,
permanent magnet array (PMA) becomes a popular options to
supply the magnetic fields for imaging. A PMA has no power
consumption and is low-cost. Compared to a superconducting
magnet, a PMA does not need sophisticated cooling systems
although the field strength is relatively low; compared to an
electromagnet, it can supply much higher field strength and
has no heat dissipation. A PMA can be applied to supply a
homogeneous fields, or gradient fields, or a combination of the
above in an MRI system. To generate a homogeneous field for
MRI, in situ PMAs, which have imaging taken place inside
the array, can be used [2]. There are mainly two types of in
situ PMAs, one is the dipolar magnet array (e.g. C-shaped
[3] and H-shaped PMA) which is a magnet circuit consisting
of two poles (with aggregated magnets) and an iron yoke. In
a dipolar magnet array, the space between the two poles is
used for imaging [4]. The other type is a cylindrical magnet
array, for example, a Halbach array [5] with tranversal fields,
or an inward-outward (IO) ring pair with longitudinal fields
[6]–[9] where imaging is done in the bore. In the literature,
a comprehensive review on permanent magnet and PMAs for
MRI is presented [2]. To achieve portability for a PMA-based
MRI system, when the homogeneity of the magnetic field has
to be maintained, the size of a PMA has to be reduced by
either reducing the field of view (FoV) or lowering the field
strength. For example, when a C-shaped PMA is scaled down
to a table-top size, the FoV has to be shrunk to a volume of
1.27 × 1.27 × 1.90 cm3 [10] which is not practical to image
most of body parts. For a Halbach array, if the FoV is 3 cm
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diameter of cylindrical volume, an average field strength of
220 mT with 11 part per million (ppm) can be obtained [11].
However, when the FoV is increased to 20 cm diameter of
spherical volume (DSV), as reported by a recent publication
[12], the magnetic field obtained is average at 50.64 mT with
a homogeneity of 2,400 ppm.
When the requirement on homogeneity of magnetic field is
relaxed, a relatively large FoV can be obtained with a relatively
small and/or light magnet array. A less homogeneous magnetic
field can be used as a combination of the main fields and
gradient fields for MRI [13] which is called a spatial encoding magnetic field (SEM), borrowing from PatLoc (Parallel
imaging technique using Localized gradients) imaging [14].
This gradient field supplied by a PMA may not be linear,
as a result, the number of electrical gradient coils can be
reduced or even be reduced to zero. One note is that SEM
in a PMA system is a combination of the main and gradient
fields whereas SEM in PatLoc is only the nonlinear gradient
fields. PMAs used to supply SEMs for MR imaging [13],
[15] have their unique characteristics, and signature impacts
on different aspects of the system, e.g. the pulse sequence, the
image reconstruction and analysis, the RF system including
the control circuit and RF coils, which is documented in [16].
In terms of physical implementations, a long sparse Halbach
magnet array was designed to provide a dipolar SEM with a
quadrupolar pattern, pointing on the traversal plane, rotated
in the θ−direction for head imaging [13]. In [15], a short
Halbach array was proposed for 2D head imaging. For the
SEM supplied by a Halbach array, within a FoV of a head
size (i.e. a DSV of 20 cm), the pattern has certain symmetry
with respect to the center of the cylinder, which causes nonbijectiveness when it is used to encode signals. Moreover, it
shows low and even zero gradient in the central region. For
the former issue, surface loop coils were introduced as receive
coils on the wall of the cylinder which has a decaying coil
sensitivity (away from the coil) to encode the amplitude of the
signal, so as to eliminate the ambiguity [17], [18]. However,
the remedy induces the next issue. The B1 -field from the
receive coils points on the transversal direction, which is the
same as the SEM supplied by the magnet. When the magnet
rotates, it is not perpendicular to the SEM periodically and the
efficiency of the system is compromised [16].
To address this problem, IO ring-pair PMA [9], [19] were
proposed to offer an SEM in the longitudinal direction for head
imaging. They were re-designed based on a single IO ring pair
that were proposed by E. Nishino [6]/G. Miyajima [7] back in
the 80’s, to have intense and homogeneous magnetic fields for
NMR/MRI. In the 90’s, G. Aubert proposed to superpose multiple IO ring pairs of different sizes, constructing a cylindrical
PMA to obtain a homogeneous field within a 40 cm bore [20].
In [9], an IO ring-pair aggregate consists of IO rings with an
inner radius tapered outside in was proposed. It supplies a
concentric field pattern which has a monotonic gradient in the
ρ−direction. The downside of this design is that the gradient
in the φ−direction is zero. In [19], an IO ring-pair aggregate
is further discretized along the φ−direction and it generates a
monotonic field pattern. It is shown that this monotonic field,
when being rotated to encode signals, can provide a higher

spatial resolution to a reconstructed image with fewer artifacts
and more recognized features compared to a quadrupolar [18]
or a concentric pattern [9]. Although an irregular IO ringpair aggregate [19] shows good signal encoding capability for
imaging, it has relatively high inhomogeneity which may not
work with the RF system (spectrometer and RF coils), and it
is heavy. Moreover, the design consists of ring-segments (fanshaped blocks) with different inner and outer diameters. It is
hard to implement by using permanent magnet blocks off the
shelf [21].
In a MRI system using a cylindrical PMA, e.g., the Halbach
array or the IO ring-pair array, to supply SEM, if the gradient
is linear, the PMA can be rotated for projection imaging or
working with another two graident coils in the other two
orthogonal directions for Fourier imaging [22]. If the gradient
is nonlinear, it can only be rotated for MR imaging [9], [13],
[15], [19]. When a rotation is needed for imaging in an MRI
system, the rotation error effects the image quality [16], [23].
If the whole array need to be rotated where the array is usually
heavy (> 45 kg), a powerful motor is needed. Moreover, a
heavier array could lead to a heavier load of the motor, and
thus a higher the mechanical rotational error. Lowering the
load of the rotation motor in such an MRI system helps to
lower the mechanical rotational error, which greatly helps to
improve the quality of a reconstructed image, besides leading
to a low power consumption.
For the optimization of a PMA, genetic algorithm (GA) has
been a widely used tool. In [9], [12], it was used to optimize
the PMA to obtain a homogeneous field pattern in the FoV
for a Halbach array and an IO ring-pair PMA, respectively. In
[19], [24], it was used to as an optimization tool for a Halbach
array and an IO ring-pair PMA to obtain a monotonic field
patter, respectively.
In this paper, an implementable and high-performance
sparse cylindrical inward-outward (IO) ring-pair PMA is proposed. It generates a strong magnetic field along the axial
direction with a monotonic field pattern for signal encoding
for head imaging. It consists of a main array that supplies
a strong relatively homogeneous magnetic field and a light
(5.12 kg) and a rotatable sub-gradient array that supplies a
monotonic field pattern for signal encoding. It has an average
field strength of 111.40 mT and an inhomogeneity of 10.57 mT
within a FoV of 20 cm in diameter and 4.5 cm in length, which
corresponds to a RF bandwidth of < 10%. All parts of the
proposed array consists of magnet blocks with grade N52,
N50, N48, or N45 that can be purchased off the shelf, which
eases a physical implementation. A fast Genetic algorithm
(GA) was used for the optimization and a in-house-built
accelerated magnet simulator, “MagCraft”, was used for a
forward calculation, to calculate the magnetic fields of magnet
blocks that make up of the array. The design was validated
using analytic calculations and numerical simulations. The
force among the magnets in the proposed array was checked
for the feasibility of a physical assembly. With an average field
strength higher than 110 mT and a monotonic field pattern for
encoding, the proposed magnet array leads to an improved
MR image quality compared to other existing PMAs, which is
numerically demonstrated. It can offer a high SNR to an MRI
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Fig. 1. The proposed array which is composed of the main array and a sub-gradient array (in blue and green), where the main array is a combination of the
IO ring pair (also named base array, in grey), a shimming array (in red), and the iron bars connecting the IO ring pair (in dark grey), (a) 3D view, (b) the
cutaway view that is cut through the yz-plane (blue), (c) the cross-sectional view on the xy-plane.

system, allows the application of MRI technologies developed
for a longitudinal main field. It can be a promising alternative
to supply the main field and gradient fields for body-partdedicated MRI.
The design methods and optimization of each part of the
PMA are elaborated in Section II. Field distributions in the
targeted FoV of the proposed PMA as well as those of each
sub-array are presented in Section III. In the same section, their
imaging encoding capabilities were examined by checking the
image quality when the field was rotated and applied as a
combination of the main field and gradient field for imaging.
A few other issues, the 5-Gauss region, the force-related issues
(force experienced by the magnet blocks and sub-arrays, and
that by the blocks during assembly), and temperature drift of
magnetic fields, are presented and discussed in Section IV. At
the end, this paper is concluded in Section V.

II. M ETHODS
A high-performance IO-ring-based magnet array is proposed. It is shown in Fig. 1. It is a result of a physicsguided optimization, using a fast GA. A physics-guided GA
optimization consists of two steps. Step 1 is the physics-guided
design, a design process that is guided by the physics on
magnets and magnet array which generates constraints on
the design parameters. These constraints are passed to a GA
optimization at Step 2 to confine the searching landscape,
which highers the chance of obtaining an optimal solution and
accelerates the process. In this design, two types of ring pairs
are used as the bases, one is the IO-ring type of ring pair where
the magnet blocks have their polarizations pointing outward
or inward, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), and the other is the parallel
type of ring pair where the polarizations are pointing along the
axial direction, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The fast GA is enabled
by a in-house-built accelerated magnet simulator, “MagCraft”
[25].

A. Design Objectives
The design target is a cylindrical PMA that supplies a magnetic field in the axial direction (set to be the z-direction). The
advantage of having fields in the z-direction is that it allows
the use of a variety of high-efficiency transverse RF coils
[26], and an easy incorporation to other MRI techniques, such
as multi-channel techniques and pre-polarization techniques
[27]. The FoV is a cylinder with a diameter, dFoV , of 20 cm
and a thickness of 4.5 cm, as shown in Fig. 3. For a good
image quality, it is aimed to have a magnet array to supply
a magnetic field that possesses the following characteristics,
a high average magnetic field strength so as to have a high
SNR, a pattern with “good encoding capability” that leads
to good quality images when it is rotated to encode signals,
and an inhomogeneity that are kept in a range working with
the bandwidth of the RF coils and other RF components of
the system. A pattern with “good encoding capability” means
a monotonic field pattern to have a sufficient coverage in
the local k-space when the field rotates [16], and a high
gradient globally and locally in the FoV to have a high
spatial resolution. Specifically, the design objectives were set
to be an average field strength of greater than 100 mT, an
inhomogeneity of not more than 10% of the average field
strength (that corresponds to an RF bandwidth of not more
than 10%), and a monotonic field pattern.

B. Overview of the Design
Fig. 1 shows the proposed magnet array design. It consists
of two coaxial sub-arrays, the main array (a combination
of the base array and the shimming array that are coaxial)
that provides a strong and relatively homogeneous B0 -field
(B0 ), and the sub-gradient array that supplies the spatial
encoding magnetic field (SEM, denoted as GµSEM ), both in the
z-direction. Therefore, the total magnetic field generated by
the proposed magnet array, BµSEM (r), can be expressed as,
BµSEM (r) = B0 + GµSEM (r)

(1)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) An IO type ring pair, (b) a parallel type ring pair.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) The overview of a 3D FoV for imaging; (b) The z-slices selected for inspection in this paper. There are five cylinders with a thickness of 5 mm,
which are indicated by the grey boxes in (b). The region of interest is of 45 mm thickness.

where r is the position vector in the FoV. The bold letter in
this content represents a vector. The proposed magnet array
is sparse, consisting of magnet blocks. Each sub-array of
the proposed magnet array consists of sparse IO ring pair(s)
and/or sparse parallel ring pair(s), as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and
Fig. 2 (b), respectively. The sparsity of the magnet ring pairs is
to facilitate a physical implementation and to lower the weight.
The main array is stationary and the sub-gradient array can be
rotated for signal encoding if it is needed. Thus, the former
can be heavy whereas the latter was designed to be light to
ease a rotation.
The main array is a shimmed IO ring pair structure. As
shown in Fig. 1, it consists of a sparse IO ring pair (called
base array, in grey, supplying Bbase in the z-direction) and
a cylindrical shimming array (in red, supplying Bshim in
the z-direction), leading to B0 = Bbase + Bshim . The base array
0
and the shimming array has an inner radius of Rbase
and
0
0
0
Rshim , respectively, where 2Rbase > 2Rshim > dFoV . For
the base array of the main array, it is an IO ring pair which
consists of big magnetic blocks in the front and the rear rings
having the polarization pointing radially outward and inward,
respectively. The shimming array is a combination of the IOtype ring pairs and the parallel-type ones that are arranged
with a sequence along the ±z-direction and consists of small
magnet blocks.
The sub-gradient array (in blue and green in Fig. 1) is
cylindrical. As shown in Fig. 1, it is located between the two

rings of the base array along the z-direction, and outside the
shimming array in the radial direction. As shown in Fig. 1 (c),
it is an array consisting of two cylindrical arrays (i.e., the green
0
)
one and the blue one with a radius of Rg0 , and Rg0 > Rshim
with an offset of the axes along the x-direction by 2∆x. For
each array of the sub-gradient array, it is composed of parallel
ring pairs arranged along the ±z-direction. The details of the
designs of the sub-arrays are presented in Section II-D.
A physics-guided fast GA optimization was applied to the
design. Fig. 4 shows the flow of the optimization. As shown
in Fig. 4, there are two optimization blocks, the red one for
the main array and the blue one for the sub-gradient array.
In each block, there are the physics-guided design process at
Step 1 and a following fast GA optimization at Step 2. Step 1
is guided by the physics of magnets, narrows the ranges of the
design parameters, and generates design constraints to confine
the searching landscape at Step 2. Step 1 consists of predesign inspections and design synthesizers. At Step 2, GA with
accelerated forward magnetic field calculation was used to find
the optimal dimensions, locations, orientation, and polarization
of the magnet blocks to meet the design objectives. Between
the two optimization blocks in Fig. 4, the optimized main field
B0 from the red block is applied to each step in the blue block.
It is used to refine the constraints of the gradient field G in
Step 1 of the sub-gradient array optimization, and meanwhile,
it is input to Step 2 for the forward calculation of the total
field for the optimization of the sub-gradient array. After the
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Fig. 4. The optimization flow of the proposed magnet array. The red and the blue blocks show the optimizations of the main array and the sub-gradient array,
respectively. Each block includes two steps, the physics-guided design and the GA optimization. The current model was used for the forward calculation of
all the steps. The optimized main field B0 is input to both the physics-guided design and GA optimization of the sub-gradient array. In addition, there is a
feedback loop from the image reconstruction to the physics-guided design of sub-gradient array to refine the constraint for optimization.

optimizations for the main and the sub-gradient arrays, the
field outputs from the red and the blue blocks are combined,
(B0 + G), and applied to image a digital phantom to check
the performance of the combined field when it is used as
encoding fields for imaging [28]. The image quality is checked
by using structural similarity index method (SSIM). If it is
op
op
satisfactory, all the outputs from the two blocks, ψ̄main
, ψ̄subgrad
,
and (B0 + G) are outputs. Otherwise, the result is fed back
to the design synthesizer of Step 1 of both the red and blue
blocks to re-trigger a new round of optimization by refining
the constraints.
For each GA optimization at Step 2 of the red or blue
block, a population with N individuals is initialized. Each
individual is an array of variables of the targeted sub-array,
ψ̄base/shim/subgrad or ψ̄main with suggested ranges based on the
pre-design inspections and design synthesizer at Step 1. Based
on the variables, a fast forward calculation of the magnetic
field (outlined in green in the flow chart in Fig. 4) is conducted using an in-house built accelerated magnet simulator,
“MagCraft” (“MagCraft” can calculate 20,000 observation
points for 1,200 magnets within 20 seconds with accuracy. It is
detailed in the confidential supplementary document in [25]).
Subsequently, fitness values are calculated based on the fitness
function formulated according to the design objectives, e.g.,
field strength and field homogeneity etc., and the constraints
passed from Step 1. The fitness function is denoted using

Fbase/shim/subgrad or Fmain , and the fitness value is denoted as
i, j
i
fbase/shim/subgrad
or fmain
for the ith individual at the jth iteration.
The constraints penalize the individual by adding a large
value to the fitness value if a condition is not satisfied. With
the fitness values for the individuals in a population, a stop
criterion is applied to check the values to decide whether to
stop GA at the current iteration. If the stop criterion is met,
then the individual with the smallest fitness value is output as
the optimized solution. Otherwise, the fitness values of all the
individuals are compared, and the good ones are selected for
offspring production as the next generation for the next GA
iteration where mutation and crossover are applied. The stop
criterion here is the relative improvement of the best fitness
value: if the average change the best fitness value is less than
10−4 for 50 generations, the optimization stops.

The details of the GA optimization of each sub-array,
including the number of individuals for a population, the
defined array of variables for an individual, the fitness function, the applications of constraints, and the stop criteria, are
presented in the following sub-sections. Matlab was used for
the implementation. Besides Step 2, GA was used at the design
synthesizer in Step 1 to facilitate decisions on the range of a
parameter.
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C. Design & Optimization of the Main Array
The role of the main array is to supply a strong and
homogeneous field (i.e., less inhomogeneous field) . It is aimed
to maximize the field strength, and at the same time, minimize
the field inhomogeniety to lower the gradient contribution from
the main array. The main array consists of the base array and
a shimming array as shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5,
the base array has a single IO type ring pair with nbar, base
magnet blocks around each ring whereas the shimming array
has mring, shim rings (i.e., mring, shim /2 ring pairs), and nbar, shim
magnet blocks around each ring. The design and optimization
of the main array is shown in the red block in Fig. 4. It consists
of the step on physics-guided design and another one on GA
optimization. Next, the details of these two steps are presented.
1) Physics-guided Design of the Main Array: Fig. 6 (a)
shows the details of the physics-guided design for the main
array. The pre-design inspections and basic understanding for
the choices of the design parameters for the base and the shim0
0
, are obtained separately, which
ming arrays, ψ̄base
and ψ̄shim
are shown in the two blocks on the left in Fig. 6 (a). Given the
availability of magnets off the shelf and the design constraints,
an initial range of each parameter can be determined.
For the base array, the dimension of each block was set
to abase × bbase × hbase = 120 × 30 × 90 mm3 based on the
availability of the magnet blocks that can be bought off
the shelf. The grade of all Neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB)
magnets for the base array was set to N52 with a remanence of
Br = 1.43 T to maximize the resulting magnetic field strength.
0
Zbase
is the distance between the inner edges of the inward
and outward ring along the z-direction as shown in Fig. 5 (c).
0
Its range was set to [150, 200] mm and that of Rbase
was set
to [160, 200] mm, which are the initial settings considering to
allow other magnet sub-arrays and hardware, and a cylindrical
FoV with a diameter of 20 cm and a length of 4.5 cm hosted
inside the bore. The number of base magnet blocks around
the ring, nbar,base , was varied between 8 and 22, and it was
decided to be nbar,base = 22 after a parametric sweep which
is detailed in Appendix I.1, considering the sparsity of the
array and the resulting field strength and field pattern. As
0
nbar,base = 22 was fixed, the radius Rbase
was determined to
be the smallest that is possible so that the magnets can be as
close to the FoV as possible to obtain a high field strength.
With the consideration of housing the magnets, the smallest
0
possible value of Rbase
is 169.55 mm. For the polarization
of the magnets, the front and the rear ring have radially
outward and and inwards polarization, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 5 (a). This is to obtain a magnetic field in the z-direction
in the FoV, as introduced previously.
For the shimming array, a ring pair is the basic optimization
unit. The choices of the grades of magnets were set to be
N45, N48, N50, and N52. An “air block” with remanence
value of 0 was added as an option to increase the optimization
flexibility. Therefore, Brshim, k ∈ [1.32, 1.38, 1.40, 1.43, 0] T,
the superscript “k” is the index of the ring pairs. The size
of each magnet block was 10 × 10 × 10 mm3 . It is much
smaller than that of the block for the base array, which is the
result of two design considerations. One is that, in the axial

direction, a small dimension allows more ring pairs which
leads to an higher degree of freedom for an optimization for
effective shimming. The other is that, in the radial direction, a
small dimension occupy less space, thus to reserve space for
other hardware (e.g., RF coils). A ring pair in the shimming
array can be a IO-type or a parallel-type in either +z - or
−z - direction. This leads to pkring, shim ∈ {±IO, ±par}. The
0
range for Rshim
is [114, 138] mm set according to the targeted
FoV, and the space constraint imposed by the lower bound of
0
Zbase
at 150 mm. For the number of shimming magnet blocks
around the ring, it varies between 8 and 24, nbar,shim = [8, 12,
16, 20, 22, 24]. The distance between the inner edges of the
0
two rings in a ring pair, Zshim
, as shown in Fig. 5 (c), was
swept to understand its effects on the field pattern it supplies,
thus helping to decide the ranges of the relevant parameters.
With this parametric sweep (documented in Appendix I.2), it
0
is learned that rings with different Zshim
s offer various concentric field patterns, the higher the number of magnet rings,
mring, shim , the higher the degree of freedom for optimization.
On the other hand, the axial length of the shimming array
cannot be longer than that of the base array to facilitate the
0
access to the bore, i.e., (a0shim × mring, shim ) ≤ (Zbase
+ 2h0base ).
0
Meanwhile, as shown in Appendix I.2, larger the Zshim
when
the rings are further apart, the fields in the FoV is smaller,
and thus less contribution it has to the total fields. Therefore,
mring, shim was set to 38 where the end-to-end length of the
shimming array is the same as that of the base array when
0
Zbase
is set to the maximum, 200 mm.
Following the pre-design inspections, as shown in Fig. 6 (a),
0
0
the output design parameters, ψ̄base
and ψ̄shim
, are input to
a design synthesizer. The aim of this design synthesizer is
combining the base and shimming arrays to further tailor the
ranges of the design parameters to achieve the targets, a high
field strength and high field homogeneity. For a high field
strength, a minimum constraint for the main field strength is
set, i.e., mean(B0 ) = mean(Bbase + Bshim ) > 100 mT. For a high
field homogeneity, the effect of the number of magnet bars
around a ring of the shimming array on the B0 homogeneity
was checked. Based on a comparison among the GA optimized
B0 s at nbar,shim = 8, 12, 16, 20, 22, 24 with mring, shim = 38,
0
nbar, base = 22, Zbase
= 200 mm (detailed in Appendix I.2), the
higher the nbar,shim , the higher the total field homogeneity.
Therefore, nbar,shim was decided to be 24, balancing the field
homogeneity and the weight of the array. Meanwhile, since
both the base and the shimming arrays provide concentric
field pattern, a straightforward way to obtain a homogeneous
B0 is to keep the difference and the linearity of their fields
close. Two inspections were conducted, one on the field dif0
ference, ∆Bbase , and the linearity when Zbase
varies (detailed
in Appendix I.1), and another on the matching of ∆B through
a GA optimization with and without a constraint on the
linearity at mring, shim = 38 (detailed in Appendix I.3). Based
0
on these inspections, the lower bound of Zbase
is refined to
be 180 mm for the next step of optimization. A summary of
the finalized ranges of the design parameters, ψ̄main , design
constraints, and preset values are listed in the right most block
in Fig. 6 (a). They are input to the GA step. It should be noted
that the design synthesizer is dynamic. There is a feedback
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The main array, (a) cutaway view cut through the yz-plane, (b) 2D front view, (c) side view (above the z-axis) with the polarizations of magnets in
the shimming array shown.

loop from the checking on the performance of the optimized
magnetic field on image reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 6 (a). If the image quality does not meet the requirement,
the constraint on minimum B0 needs to be changed in the
design synthesizer in Fig. 6 (a).
2) GA Optimization of the Main Array: The field of the
base array and that of the shimming array are combined
for GA optimization. The inputs to the GA block are
from the previous step. Therefore, with mring, shim = 38
(i.e., 19 ring pairs) for the shimming array, the variables
for the optimization of the main array are included in the array,
ψ̄main = [Brshim, 1 ; Brshim, 2 ; . . . ; Brshim, 19 ; p1shim ; p2shim ; . . . ; p19
shim ;
0
00
Rshim
; Zbase
] where each variable have the ranges of values
decided at the physics-guided design as shown in the box on
the right in Fig. 6 (a).
For the GA for the design of the main array, the fitness
function is expressed by,


Fmain = arg min ∆B0,1D + P1 (B0 )
(2)
ψ̄main

where B0,1D is the 1D main magnetic field distribution along
the + x-axis and P1 (B0,1D ) is the penalty for the constraint,

B0 ≥ 100 mT. If mean(B0,1D ) < 100 mT, P1 (B0,1D ) =
1000, and it equals to 0 otherwise. In this fitness function,
only the 1D field in the radial direction is used instead of the
whole 2D maps because the main field is axially symmetric,
and the 1D field distribution can provide enough information
for the optimization while requiring less computational power.
The number of individuals in each population was set to 50
and 100.
D. Design & Optimization of the Sub-Gradient Array
The role of the sub-gradient array is to supply a gradient
field that has “good encoding capability” when it is rotated
for imaging (i.e. leads to good quality image) yet has an
inhomogeneity that is within the bandwidth of the RF system.
As a rotation of the gradient field can become necessary for
encoding and imaging, the array is desired to be light and has a
small tangential magnetic force to lower the load of a rotation
mechanism, so as to increase the rotation accuracy. Therefore,
the optimization objectives of the design of the sub-gradient
array are set to have a monotonic field pattern within a field
homogeneity that RF coils can tolerate (0.1×mean(B0 ) for
an RF bandwidth of no more than 10%), and to have a light

8

Fig. 6. The detail of the physics-guided design of (a) the main array and (b) the sub-gradient array. In the pre-design inspection blocks (left most), an initial
range of all the parameters for each sub-array are determined separately by either the availability of magnets and the design constraint. In a design synthesizer
(in the middle), the design parameters are further tailored toward the optimization targets. The right most blocks show the outputs, including the parameters
with refined ranges, the design constraints, and the preset values.

weight. A double ring array with an offset between the rings,
named offset-double-ring array, was designed and optimized
to approach these objectives.
1) The design of an offset-double-ring array: When a ring
magnet has an inner radius, R, that is much greater than the
thickness of the wall of the ring, ∆R, i.e. R  ∆R, and the
length of the ring, ∆Z is much greater than ∆R as well, it
can be used to design an array that supplies a field with a
monotonic pattern. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show the 3D view and
front view of such a ring magnet that has its axis aligned with
the z-axis, R  ∆R, and ∆Z  ∆R, and the distribution of
the z-component of the magnetic field supplied by the magnet
within a circle with a diameter of 200 mm on xy-plane when
the center of the ring magnet is at the origin. As shown, this
field pattern is concentric. Therefore,
mathematically it can
PN
be expressed as Bz (x, y) = n=0 Cn (x2n + y 2n ), where

Cn is the coefficient of the nth order term. When the magnet
ring has a large R and ∆Z, and a small ∆R, the higher order
terms can be neglected, and the expression of Bz (x, y) can be
simplified as,
Bz (x, y) = C0 + C1 (x2 + y 2 )

(3)

For the detailed derivation, please refer to Appendix II.
When Eq. (3) holds, an offset of the ring by ∆x in the xdirection results in a field pattern that can be described by the
following expression, Bz ((x−∆x), y) = C0 +C1 ((x−∆x)2 +
y 2 ). Therefore, when two identical rings, one has an offset
of ∆x1 along the −x-direction and supplies a field pointing
in the +z-direction (called +z-polarized ring and colored in
blue as shown in Fig. 7 (c)), and the other one has an offset
of ∆x2 along the +x-direction and supplies a field pointing
in the −z-direction (called −z-polarized ring and colored in
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 7. A ring magnet/magnets (a remanence of Br = 1.4 T, R = 230 mm, ∆R = 20 mm, ∆Z = 200 mm for (a)-(e) and ∆Z = 10 mm for (f)) and the field
distribution of Bz in a circle centered at the origin with a diameter of 100 mm, (a) 3D view (b) side view of a magnetization in the −z direction, (c)
-z-polarization ring with an offset of ∆x = 8 mm along the −x-direction, (d) +z-polarization ring with the same amount of offset along the +x-direction, (e)
the offset-double-ring which is a combination of the rings in (c) and (d), (f) the offset-double-ring when the rings are shortened (∆Z = 10 mm).

green as shown in Fig. 7 (d)), are combined, their fields are
superposed, i.e., the field of the former magnet is subtracted
by that of the latter one, resulting in a field that is expressed
as Bz (x, y) = 2x(∆x1 − ∆x2 ), which has a linear gradient
along the x-direction, as illustrated in Fig. 7 (e).
For a magnet ring that has R = 230 mm, ∆R = 20 mm, and
∆Z = 200 mm, the field pattern can be modeled using Eq. (3).
Fig. 7 (c) and (d) shows the field pattern (in the +z-direction)
of the +z-polarized ring with an offset of ∆x = 8 mm in
the −x-direction and that of the −z-polarized ring (in the
−z-direction) with the same amount of offset in the +xdirection, respectively. Fig. 7 (e) shows the field pattern when
these two offset rings are combined, i.e., an offset-double-ring
array, which is linear. Furthermore, the length of the array in
the z-direction affects the field pattern. When ∆Z decreases,
the higher-order terms in Eq. (3) need to be considered, the
linearity of the pattern is compromised. Fig. 7 (f) shows the
field pattern when the ∆Z is reduced to 10 mm. Comparing
Fig. 7 (f) to Fig. 7 (e), the field is curved, in other words,
the field pattern deviated from a linear pattern when ∆Z
decreases.
For a practical implementation, each magnet ring of the
offset-double-ring array was discretized into nbar magnet bars,
and each bar is discretized into Ng blocks, i.e., each ring is
discretized into Ng short rings, as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 (b)
and (c) show the side view and the cross-sectional view of
the sub-gradient array, respectively. Besides being easy to

implement, By doing this, the magnet volume of the array
can be significantly reduced, which reduces the weight of the
array and the force it experiences.
As a result of the discretization, the sub-gradient array
becomes sparse, light, and easy to assemble. However, the
monotonicity of the field pattern is compromised. On the other
hand, the inhomogeneity of the field need to be controlled
within the defined design range. Therefore, optimizations are
needed to obtain the structural sparsity, field monotonicity and
homogeneity at the same time.
2) The physics-guided design of sub-gradient array:
Fig. 6 (b) shows the physics-guided design for the sub-gradient
array. The pre-design inspections were conducted for the
0
. The details are
choices of the design parameters, ψ̄subgrad
shown in the block on the left of Fig. 6 (b). As shown,
based on the availability of magnets, the grade of magnets for sub-gradient array was chosen from N45, N48,
N50 and N52 NdFeB magnets with remanence of Br =
1.32, 1.38, 1.40, and 1.43 T, respectively. For the setting of
other parameters, the dimension of each magnet block was
set to a0g × b0g × h0g = 20 × 20 × 20 mm3 based on the availability of the magnet blocks and the need for high flexibility
in the sub-gradient array optimization. The inner radius of
0
each magnet column, Rgi
, is set separately where i indexes
the columns of the whole offset-double-ring, as shown in
0
Fig. 8 (c). The range of Rgi
was set to [210, 240] mm, which
0
0
falls in between Rbase and Rshim
. The off-center distance of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. The sub-gradient array, (a) 3D cutaway view cutting through the yz-plane, (b) 2D side view, and (c) 2D front view.

sub-gradient rings, ∆x, was chosen within [5, 15] mm, limited
by the physical confinement of the base array. The number of
magnet columns in each sub-gradient ring had np/n
bar ∈ [4, 36],
and the number of magnets in each column Ng ∈ [2, 18] for
high-flexibility optimization.
Similar to the main array, the output of the pre-design
0
inspections, ψ̄subgrad
as well as the optimized main B0 field,
are input to the design synthesizer, as shown in the middle
block of Fig. 6 (b). The aim of the design synthesizer here
is to further tailor the ranges of the design parameters, by
combining the gradient fields (G) and the optimized B0 , to
approach the targets, linearity of the total field (G + B0 ), and
a well-controlled approximate gradient ∆G/∆x. A big Ng or a
big np/n
bar lead to higher ∆G and more linearity, which indicates
better encoding capability for imaging. However, they result
in an increase in the weight of the magnet array. To balance
the encoding capability with the weight of the sub-gradient
array and to keep ∆G within the targeted bandwidth, the
number of rings and magnet bars were preset to be Ng = 4
and np/n
bar = 10. Also, a target gradient ∇Gref is defined for the
control of ∆G/∆x. During GA optimization, only the designs
with ∆G/∆x having less than 5% deviation from ∇Gref will
be regarded as valid. A summary of the finalized ranges of
the design parameters, ψ̄subgrad , design constraints, and preset
values are listed in the right most block in Fig. 6 (b). They
are input to the GA step. Similarly to the step for the main
array, the design synthesizer is dynamic. There is a feedback
loop from the checking on the performance of the optimized
magnetic field on image reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 6 (b). If the image quality does not meet the requirement,
the target of ∆G/∆x will be set higher within the range of
∇Gref ∈ [10, 40] mT/m, which is within the tolerable range.
3) GA optimization of sub-gradient array design: GA was
used for the optimization. The objectives are a field monotoncity along the x-direction, and a field inhomogeneity that
is less than 10% of the average B0 strength within the FoV.
Another objective is the sparsity of magnets, i.e., a small
number of magnets, for a light weight and a small magnetic

force to lower the load of a rotation mechanism so as to
reduce the rotation error. The inputs are the design variables,
constraints, and preset values from the previous step.
0
For the optimization, the variables are the inner radius Rgi
,
g,i
the remanence Br , and the off-center distance ∆x, form0
0
0
ing ψ̄g = [Rg1
Rg2
. . . Rg10
Brg,1 Brg,2 . . . Brg,10 ∆x]. The
proposed accelerated magnet simulator, “MagCraft” [25], was
used for the forward calculation of the gradient field, G. The
fitness function is written as follows,


2
(4)
Fsubgrad = arg min P2 (G, ∇Gref ) − Rtotal
ψ̄g

where P2 (G, ∇Gref ) is the penalty for the constraint,
0.95∇Gref < ∆G/∆x < 1.05∇Gref . If ∆G/∆x does not
fall into this range, P2 (G, ∇Gref ) = 1000 and it equals to
2
0 otherwise. And Rtotal
is the linear regression coefficient of
the total magnetic field B0 + G, indicating the goodness of
the linear surface fitting. In the optimization, both Rgi and
∆x takes a step size of 1 mm. The stop criteria were set to
end the optimization upon the saturation of the fitness value
(with a tolerance of 10−4 ) for 50 generations. These settings
are the same to those of the main array optimization. After
0
0
0
Rg2
. . . Rg10
] are checked via a 3D
the optimization, [Rg1
modelling of the structure to avoid overlapping of the magnet
columns. The population size was set to 50 and 100, which is
the same as the optimization of the main array.
E. Encoding Capability Checking for (B0 + G)
After each round of GA optimization for the PMA design,
image reconstruction is performed to check the encoding
capability of the resulting magnetic field pattern, as shown
at the bottom part of Fig. 4. (B0 + G) was rotated to encode
signals and the Shepp-Logan phantom was used. The structural
similarity (SSIM) index of the reconstructed image was used
to check the image quality and aliasing was examined. When
the SSIM of the latter case is less than the former ones, it
is considered as unsatisfactory, and the design synthesizer for
the red and/or the blue blocks is re-triggered.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 9. The field distributions of Bz of (a) z = 0 mm, (b) z = 5 mm, (c) z = 10 mm, (d) z = 15 mm, and (e) z = 20 mm.

Slice
index
1
2
3
4
5

zcenter
/mm
0
5
10
15
20

mean(B0 + G)
/mT
111.40
111.33
111.16
110.83
110.79

∆(B0 + G)
(5-mm-thick 3D)/mT
5.94
6.01
6.10
9.17
10.57

∆(B0 + G)
(2D)/mT
5.46
5.77
5.99
9.09
10.57

TABLE I
T HE CHARATERISTICS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELDS OF SLICES AT z = 0 MM IN F IG . 10 ( A ), AND z = 5, 10, 15, AND 20 MM IN F IG . 9. C OLUMN 4
PRESENTS ∆(B0 + G) OF THE 5 MM - THICK 3D SLICE AND C OLUMN 4 PRESENTS THAT OF THE 2D CENTER SLIDE .

The aim for the encoding capability check is to produce a
PMA design that gives the SSIM of reconstructed image as
high as possible. Once the SSIM cannot have an increase that
is larger than 0.001, the re-triggering of the design synthesizer
is stopped and the optimized results are output.
III. R ESULTS
A. Magnetic Field Distribution of the Proposed PMA
Fig. 9 shows the field distributions in the z-direction of the
slices at z = 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm within the targeted FoV.
The slices are the center slice of each 5 mm-thick cylinder as
indicated in dark grey in Fig. 3. Due to the symmetry with
respect to the xy-plane, only the fields of the slices on the
rights are shown and analyzed. Table I lists the characteristics
of the fields of each slice. As shown in Fig. 9, from the
center slice towards the end in the FoV, the fields show a
off-concentric pattern with a circular center bright zone with
increasing intensity. Thus, it has gradient in the y-direction.
These patterns are approximately monotonic, which can work
with a linear gradient coils in the other direction for Fourier
imaging with corrections [22]. They can be rotated for signal
encoding for imaging. They encoding capabilities will be
further examined in the next subsection, Section III-B. The

change of the field pattern at difference slices is accompanied
with a change in the mean of the field strength and the field
difference, ∆(B0 + G).
For the characteristics of the fields supplied by the proposed
PMA at different slices, more specifically, as shown in Table I,
the mean of the total field is in the range of 111.40 mT to
110.79 mT with a change of 0.55% moving from the center
slice to the edge of the FoV. For the field differences, it is kept
within 11 mT in the FoV, corresponding to an RF bandwidth
of < 10%. It varies from 5.94 mT at the center slice (a gradient
of 29.70 mT/m) to 10.57 mT at the slice at the edge (a gradient
of 52.85 mT/m). Therefore, a slice selection can be done by
applying a z-gradient and the required bandwidth of the RF
coil is 10%.
0
The optimized parameters are, Rbase
= 169.55 mm,
0
0
Zbase = 193 mm, Rshim = 121 mm, and ∆x = 15 mm. The
shimming array is optimized with optimal polarization and
remanence of each ring pair shown by the arrows and colors
in Fig. 5 (c), respectively. For the sub-gradient array, the
optimal remanence and Rgi of each magnet column are
shown in Table II.
Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the x-, and y-components of the
total magnetic field of the center slice at z = 0 mm of the
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TABLE II
T HE OPTIMIZED INNER RADII AND REMANENCE FOR EACH COLUMN OF THE SUB - GRADIENT ARRAY.

Index
Rg /mm
Br /T

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

221
1.32

240
1.32

240
1.38

239
1.40

236
1.38

214
1.38

211
1.40

211
1.40

211
1.40

213
1.38

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. The field distributions of (a) Bx and (b) By of the total magnetic field of the center slice at z = 0 mm of the proposed PMA.

proposed PMA. Comparing to the z-component of the field of
the same slice shown in Fig. 9 (a), the field in the z-direction
is much higher than those in the other two directions. In other
words, the fields supplied by the proposed PMA is mainly in
the z-direction, and those in the other directions are negligible.
The proposed PMA consists of the main array and the subgradient one. The fields of different sub-arrays are compared
using those of the center slice. Fig. 11 (a)-(d) show the fields
of the sub-arrays, and Fig. 11 (e) shows the corresponding 1D
fields along the x-axis as well as that of the total field in
Fig. 11, all on the center slice. The field of the main array,
B0 , is shown in Fig. 11 (a) with the same color scale as
that in Fig. 10 (a). As shown in Fig. 11 (a), the main array is
optimized to supply a homogeneous magnetic field with an
average field strength of 111.40 mT and an inhomogeneity of
1.27 mT (11400 ppm/1.14%/54.1 kHz). The high field strength
is contributed by the base array and the homogeneity is owing
to the effective shimming by the optimized shimming array.
Fig. 11 (b) and (c) show the fields of these two sub-arrays.
For the base array, as shown in Fig. 11 (b) and by the black
dotted line in Fig. 11 (e), the base field is high near the
circumference, and decays inward towards the center. The
inhomogeneity of 14.70 mT is large which on one hand,
consequently overshadows the pattern of the sub-gradient
array, and on the other hand, goes far beyond the tolerable
RF bandwidth. Therefore, a shimming array was designed
to reduce the inhomogeneity. The field distribution of the
shimming array is shown in Fig. 11 (c) and by the red dotted
line in Fig. 11 (e). As can be seen, the fields supplied by the
shimming array are negative (i.e., in the −z-direction) where
it is more negative in the circumferential regions and less
negative in the central region. When this field is added to that
of the base array (Fig. 11 (c)), a field that has high homogeneity
is successfully obtained as shown in Fig. 11 (a). It is an
improvement in homogeneity by nearly 10 times compared to

that of a base array only (Fig. 11 (b)) without a shimming array.
The shimming effect can be seen by comparing the 1D field
distributions of the main array (after shimming) and that of the
base array (before shimming) shown by the black dashed and
dotted lines, respectively, in Fig. 11 (e). The down side of the
shimming is a reduction in the field strength as the shimming
array was designed to point in an opposite direction for a field
subtraction from that of the base array, which is due to the
decaying nature of the fields of permanent magnets. In other
words, with the nature of the fields of permanent magnets, a
shimming field which both shims and increases/aligns with the
field of the base array is not possible.
For the sub-gradient array, it supplies a monotonic pattern
with a zero average strength, an inhomogeneity of 5.91mT,
and a gradient of about 25.99 mT/m, as shown in Fig. 11 (d).
The corresponding 1D plot along the x-axis is shown by
the red dashed curve in Fig. 11 (f). The inhomogeneity corresponds to an RF frequency bandwidth of 251.6 kHz.
Comparing the main array and the sub-gradient array, the
former has a much higher average field strength and a much
higher homogeneity compared to the later. In this proposed
magnet array, the field strength is mainly contributed by the
main array whereas the field pattern is mainly contributed by
the sub-gradient array.
B. Evaluation of the encoding capability
For the fields supplied by the proposed PMA, as observed in
the previous subsection, when the slice is move from the center
to the end of the FoV, the field pattern has the brighter central
zone, the average field strength decreases by 0.55%, and the
field difference increases from 5.94 mT to 10.57 mT. When the
fields are rotated for encoding for imaging, they show different
the encoding capability which was examined by checking the
simulated reconstructed images using conjugate gradient for
image reconstruction and a Shepp-Logan phantom. Fig. 12
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 11. The field distributions of Bz of the center slide of (a) the main array (average field strength: 111.40 mT, inhomogeneity: 1.27 mT) (b) the base array
(average field strength: 126.06 mT, inhomogeneity: 14.70 mT), (c)shimming array, (d) the sub-gradient array, and (e) the 1D field plots on x-axis for 10 (a)
and 11 (a)-(d).

shows the reconstructed images at different number of rotation
angles (denoted as N ) at Column 2-4, and the corresponding
local k-spaces when the FoV is split into 7×7 sub-FoVs when
the number of rotation angles is 144. The structural similarity
(SSIM) index of each image was calculated and shown in red
on the top of each image. For all the images, the resolutions
are 100 × 100 in 1 mm × 1 mm. The maximum rotation angles
were set to guarantee the best image quality in each case [16],
which is 360◦ for all the three cases. For the reconstruction,
the coil sensitivity was set to be uniform and the SNR was
set to 15 dB to mimic the noise level in a low-field system.
Local k-spaces can be used to explain the relation of imaging
quality and the encoding field [16].
As shown at the first row in Fig. 12, at the center slice,
the reconstructed image can reach a SSIM of 0.836. For the
local k-space, each sub-FoV has a reasonable filling factor
which indicates high gradients in all the regions although
the gradients are not linear, and leads to good encoding and
subsequent high-quality image. Meanwhile, it is noticed that,
based on the distributions of the points, the gradients along the
northeast direction is smaller than that along the northwest
one. When it is moved to the next 5-mm slice, as shown
at the second row in Fig. 12, similar performance and local
k-space are observed. For the next three 5-mm slices, the
reconstructed images degrades considerably and artifacts are
seen, which is due to a gradient contrast in different directions
in the peripheral regions. The gradient contrast can be seen
in the peripheral sub-FoVs of the local k-spaces. At Row 3,
the peripheral local k-spaces become tilted 8-shapes as the
gradients in the northeast direction approaches zero and those
in the northwest direction are large. At Row 4, the gradient

contrast of the slice is larger where the peripheral local kspaces becomes a dot as the gradients in the northeast direction
approaches zero and those in the northwest direction are
further increased and the points are out of the plotting range.
At Row 5, the local k-space pattern has lower gradient contrast
than that of Row 4. As for the image quality, although the
SSIM values of Row 5 are lower than those of Row 4, it can
be observed that Row 5 has better contrast and less salt-andpepper noise over the phantom. This finding suggests that the
SSIM value cannot reflect all aspects of image quality.
The encoding capability of the field pattern supplied by the
proposed PMA is compared to a linear pattern and one of a
short Halbach array [15]. For this comparison, the patterns of
the center slices at z = 0 mm in the PMAs are examined.
Fig. 13 shows the field patterns (Column 1), reconstructed
images (Column 2-4 for N = 36, 72, 144, respectively) and
the corresponding local k-spaces (Column 5, 7 × 7 sub-FoVs,
at N = 144). For a fair comparison, they all have an average
field strength of 111.40 mT and a field inhomogeneity of
5.91 mT. The linear field pattern has a gradient of 29.55 mT/m.
Comparing the reconstructed images in Fig. 13, as can be seen,
at N = 36, the image using the field from the proposed array
has much better image quality compared to the linear pattern
and the Halbach case. The linear case has some artifacts due to
the lack of gradient in the y-direction. Moreover, the Halbach
case has an obvious central blurry region which is due to the
low/zero gradient in that region. When the number of rotation
angles increases, the imaging quality in both the proposed
PMA and the linear cases improve considerably, and it is
noticeable that the former is always better than the latter. At
N = 72, the proposed PMA case has a higher SSIM by 0.089
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Fig. 12. The reconstructed images of the Shepp-Logon phantom (middle, column 2-4) by using the magnetic field supplied by the proposed PMA on different
slices: z = 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mm when the number of rotation angles is varied. The corresponding local k-spaces of the field patterns at the number of
rotation angles 144 are shown in Column 5.

compared to the linear case, and at N = 144, the former is
higher by 0.125. For the Halbach case, it has an improvement
in image quality when the number of the rotation angles
increases, but the improvement is limited, and is much lower
than the other two cases.
For the local k-spaces at Column 5 in Fig. 13, at N = 144,
the field of the proposed PMA and the linear one have similar
coverage of signal points at the central sub-regions, and the
proposed PMA has more coverage at the peripheral ones in
either the northeast or the northwest directions. This is owing
to the gradient in the y-direction. It is the reason that the
proposed array leads to a higher image quality when it is
used for encoding. For the Halbach case, due to the low/zero
gradient fields at the center of the FoV, its local k-space in the
central sub-FoV is shrink to a dot, which leads to the central
blurry region in the image. When comparing the Halbach case
to the proposed case, the later has a better coverage in all the
sub-FoVs, including the central one. In the central sub-FoV in
the Halbach case, as the gradient is low or approaching zero,
the coverage of the signal points in the local k-space does not

improve when the number of rotation angles increases. It is
the reason that in the reconstructed image, this region stays
blurry even when N increases. In the peripheral region, the
Halbach local k-space tends to be thinner and even becomes a
line, which dramatically reduced the coverage. Thus, when N
increases, SSIM of the Halbach case does not increase much,
and is much lower than the other two cases.
The alias in the simulated images in Fig. 13 when different
field patterns are used for encoding are analyzed using point
spread function (PSF). Fig. 14 shows the images with the
PSF’s of two pixels, one at the center at (0,0) [mm] and the
other at the peripheral region of the phantom at (0,90) [mm]
in an MRI system at N = 36 using the field pattern supplied
by the proposed PMA, a linear pattern and a Halbach pattern
shown at Column 1 in Fig. 13. The coil sensitivity was set to
be uniform. As shown at Row 1 in Fig. 14, with the rotation
of the field, the center pixel of the pattern of the proposed
PMA and that of the linear pattern contaminate the rest of the
image in a similar radially pattern except the former shows
distortion of the rays and the latter shows straight lines with
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Fig. 13. The reconstructed images of the Shepp-Logon phantom (middle, column 2-4) by using the magnetic field supplied by the proposed PMA, a linear
field, and a field by a short Halbach Array (shown in the first column) when the number of rotation angles is varied. The corresponding local k-spaces of the
field patterns at the number of rotation angles 144 are shown in Column 5.

an increased intensity. For these two patterns, similar PSF
plots are observed from the pixel at the peripheral region,
and comparing the two, they show similar difference. For the
short Halbach array, as shown at Column 3 in Fig. 14, the
center pixel contaminates both the central and the peripheral
regions whereas the peripheral one contaminates the whole
FoV unevenly.
The encoding capability of the proposed PMA is examined
when it is rotated for imaging. The three slices are the center
can lead to reconstructed images with SSIM of more than 0.83
when signals are acquired at 144 angles. The other six slices
toward the ends of the FoV shows compromised encoding
capabilities (with an SSIM between 0.511 to 0.638 for the simulated reconstructed images) as the field difference becomes
larger, the gradient contrast goes higher, and the gradient
becomes very small in some directions in the peripheral subFoVs. The proposed PMA can lead to high quality imaging
with a slice selection. The field pattern of the proposed PMA
is further compared to a linear patter and one from a short
Halbach array. Based on the comparison, the proposed one
offers higher gradient in some directions in the peripheral subFOVs without additional alias due to imperfection in linearity,
which leads to the best encoding capability among the three
under comparison. Compare to the field from a Halbach array,
the proposed PMA does not have a region where the gradient
is very low or approaching zero. Moreover, its field is not
symmetric so that an extra encoding using coil sensitivity may
not be needed.
IV. D ISCUSSIONS
The proposed IO ring-pair array has the highest average
field strength at 111.40 mT for head imaging, and the highest

magnetic field generation efficiency at 0.88 mT/kg among
all the PMAs reported in the literature. Permanent magnets
generate fields that decay at the order of 1/r3 . Higher the
volume of the magnet leads to higher the magnetic field
[29]. Thus, more magnets in an array help to have a higher
field strength in the FoV. Magnetic field generation efficiency,
that is calculated by using the average field strength in the
targeted FoV divided by the total weight of the array, can be a
parameter that tells how efficient a PMA design is. The highest
magnetic field generation efficiency of the proposed PMA here
indicates that the array has the most efficient arrangement of
the magnets in terms of the choice of the magnet grades and
size, the magnet grouping, and the locations and orientations
of the magnets/magnet columns.
In the proposed PMA, the direction of the field is in the
axial direction of the cylinder, which is the same as a conventional superconducting-magnet-based MRI system. It allows
the application of surface loop coils to the system without
compromising the field efficiency when the magnet rotate.
Meanwhile, it guarantees the same efficiency when loops are
populated around the wall of the cylinder for multi-channel
imaging. Moreover, this allows the applications of other highperformance RF coils that were designed for a transitional
MRI system, and the applications of other advanced MR
techniques. It opens more opportunities of the combinations
of the technological advancements developed for a traditional
system and a PMA system.
For the inhomogeniety, the proposed PMA has the field
inhomogeneity controlled within 11 mT for the whole FoV,
which corresponds to a RF bandwidth of less than 10%.
A commercially available spectrometer can withstand a
10% bandwidth, whereas 10%-bandwidth RF coils that have
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Fig. 14. The images with the PSF’s of the two pixels, one at the center (0,0) (mm) and the other at the periphery of the phantom (0,90) (mm) in an MRI
system using the field pattern supplied by the proposed PMA, a linear pattern and a Halbach pattern shown in the first column in Fig. 13. The coil sensitivity
was set to be uniform. The number of rotation angles was set to N = 36 for the six sub-figures. The three columns are for the pattern from the proposed
PMA, the linear pattern, and the Halbach pattern, respectively. The first row is for the pixel at the center and the second row is for the pixel at the periphery
of the phantom.

transversal B1 -fields are designable [30].
The proposed PMA shows an unique off-concentric pattern
with a circular center bright zone at different slices in the
targeted FoV. It is approximately monotonic, thus it can work
with linear gradient coils in the other two directions for Fourier
imaging with corrections [22]. When it is rotated to encode
signals alone for imaging, the unique pattern with the gradient
in the y-direction offers better encoding capability and produce
images with better qualities compared to a linear pattern. A
similar comparison and result are reported in [28].
As the field of the proposed PMA can be rotated to encode
signals for imaging, the magnet array is designed in such a way
that the rotation of the field can be realized by rotating a light
sub-gradient array. This significantly lowers the burdens of the
mechanical system, which helps to guarantee the accuracy of
rotation angles and to reduce the power input of the system.
For the GA optimization, SSIM of the reconstructed image
using the magnetic field of the proposed array for encoding
was not used as a fitness function for the following reasons.
One is that it is extremely time-consuming. It takes more
than 800 times longer for one iteration compared to one
presented in Section II above even when the resolution of
the image was set to be 50, half of those shown in Fig. 13
and Fig. 12. The second reason is that the GA optimization
result using low image resolution may not guarantee a high
SSIM when the optimized PMA is tested with high-resolution
image reconstruction. Therefore, using SSIM as a fitness
function is yet to be practical before the image reconstruction
is accelerated. Besides, there are other indicators for image
quality without performing image reconstruction, such as the

local k-space pattern, they will be explored to be used as
fitness values for PMA optimization in the near future.
The 5-Gauss region isqexamined. Fig. 15 shows the total
magnetic fields (|B| =
Bx2 + By2 + Bz2 ) of the proposed
PMA in a wider region to check the fringing field. Fig. 15 (a)
and (b) plots the 5-Gauss safety lines on x-y and x-z planes,
respectively. The location of the PMA is indicated using red
dashed lines. As shown in Fig. 15 (a), in either the x- or
the y- direction, the 5-Gauss line is 870 mm away from the
center, while in the z-direction as shown in Fig. 15 (b), it is
at z = 1040 mm. It can be concluded that the fringing field
becomes negligible at a distance of 1 m from the center of the
FoV.
The magnetic force experienced by each magnet block
inside the proposed PMA was calculated to choose the housing
material. The force calculation was done by using a in-house
built code that is included in “MagCraft” with a validation
included in Appendix III. The maximum force is 231.23 N on
an area of 2700 mm2 , which can be supported by most of
housing materials, such as Nylon and aluminium. Moreover,
the force calculation was applied to calculate the tangential
force experienced by the sub-gradient array, to evaluate the
force to the load of the mechanical rotation system when a
rotation is needed. When the sub-gradient array is in the initial
position as shown in Fig. 1, it experiences a force of 6.56 N
and 0.36 N in the x- and the y-direction, respectively, which
indicates that the magnetic force does not contribute much to
the radial force of the mechanical rotation system to add a
destructive load.
Furthermore, to facilitate an assembly, the force calculation
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(a)

(b)

q
Fig. 15. The total field strength |B| = Bx2 + By2 + Bz2 on (a) x-y plane and (b) x-z plane. The 5-Gauss lines, i.e., 0.5 mT are highlighted with white
color in both plots. In (a), the FoV is a square with both x and y ranging from −1000 to 1000; in (b)(d), the FoV is a square with with x and z ranging
from −1200 to 1200.

was applied to optimize the insertion sequence to minimize
the sum of forces experienced by each block of the base
array, and each column of the shimming and sub-gradient
arrays that is being inserted into the housing structure. To
adapt with the housing design, the general assembly sequence
is the following, the first base ring, the sub-gradient array,
the second base ring, and the shimming array. After a GA
optimization, an optimal sequence of magnet insertion for each
sub-array is produced to lower the maximum force experienced
by the magnet unit during insertion. An example of such a GA
optimization is shown in Appendix IV. Among the calculated
forces, the largest force experienced by a single magnet unit,
one magnet block for the base array or one magnet column
for the shimming and the sub-gradient array, is about 350 N,
which happens 4 times for the blocks of the base array. It
should be noted that during the insertion, each sub-gradient
column are supposed to be treated as a single magnet, and each
shimming column should be assembled before its insertion into
the housing of the PMA. For the insertion of the columns of
the shimming array, the forces experienced by each unit are
below 20 N. For the insertion of the sub-gradient array, the
force experienced by each unit is below 80 N. The building of
the proposed PMA is ongoing. As the focus of the paper is
the design of the magnet array, the forces experienced by the
magnet units during assembly are examined to be practical,
together with the accuracy of calculation of magnetic field of
magnet array and the accuracy of the fabrication of magnet
housing, this paper can be a stand alone worthwhile sharing
of know how before the assembly is finished.
For the temperature drift of the magnets at room temperature, a field characterization was conducted on a 10 mm N52
cube magnet within a normal temperature fluctuation between
22.9 °C and 25.7 °C in the lab. A drift of less than 1% was
observed on a distance of 12 mm away from the magnet
surface. The drift of the field can vary when the range is bigger.
In general, the proposed PMA that consists of NdFeB magnet
blocks can provide stable magnetic field under a typical range
of change at room temperature. The details of the testing are

included in Appendix V.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a sparse cylindrical PMA that
generates a strong field along the axial direction with a monotonical pattern. The magnet supplies an average field strength
of 111.40 mT and an inhomogeneity of 10.57 mT within a
cylindrical FoV of 20 cm in diameter and 4.5 cm in length
for head imaging. This field inhomogeneity works with an RF
system with a bandwidth of <10%. The fields generated by the
proposed PMA are validated using both analytic calculation
and numerical simulation software. The PMA consists of a
main array and a sub-gradient-array. The main array supplies a
strong and relatively homogeneous magnetic field and it bears
the main weight (120.96 kg), whereas the sub-gradient-array
supplies a monotonic field pattern and it is light (5.12 kg). It
has a magnetic field generation efficiency of 0.88 mT/kg which
is the highest among sparse PMAs that offer a monotonic field
pattern. The proposed PMA can be used to supply gradient
fields in a single direction working with gradient coils in
the other two directions, or be rotated to encode signals for
imaging with an axial selection. The encoding capability of the
magnetic field is validated using numerical simulations where
the field pattern of the proposed PMA even outperforms either
a linear pattern or the patterns supplied by other PMA’s. The
rotation of the field pattern can be achieved by rotating the
much lighter sub-gradient-array, which significantly lowers the
load of the mechanical rotation system, leading to a reduction
in rotation error. For the optimization of the PMA, a physicsguided fast GA was used where physics-guided design with
pre-design inspections and design synthesizer is introduced to
narrow down the search landscape for GA optimizations. The
GA is accelerated by a fast forward magnetic field calculation
supported by the in-house-built code, name “MagCraft”. The
axial direction of the magnetic field of the proposed magnet is
the same as that of most of the superconducting magnets for
MRI. This allows easy adoptions of the advancement of RF
coils to the imaging system such as surface coils and a multi-
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channel system without compromising coil efficiency. In terms
of implementation, the magnet is sparse, and is composed of
permanent magnet blocks that are available off the shelf, which
makes it ease to build. The force each magnet experiences
in the design was calculated to confirm the feasibility of
assembly. Moreover, the proposed PMA has 5-gauss range of
87 × 87 × 104 cm3 , thus it can be operated in a small space.
With the characteristics of permanent magnets which are no
power consumption and no need for a cooling system, and the
fact that the magnet array can supply partial gradient fields to
reduced the number of gradient coils, the proposed PMA can
offer an MRI system with simplified hardware and a significant
reduction in power consumption. It can be a good alternative
for a portable MRI head imaging system. The design can be
scaled and varied for imaging other parts of the human body.
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A PPENDIX I: PARAMETRIC SWEEPS FOR PRE - DESIGN
INSPECTIONS AND DESIGN SYNTHESIZER OF THE MAIN
ARRAY
0
I.1: Parametric sweep of nbar,base and Zbase

The base array only have one IO ring pair as shown in
Fig. 5 (a) and (b). Around each ring, nbar,base is the number
of magnet bars, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). To inspect the effect
of nbar,base , the IO rings with different values of nbar,base were
simulated using the proposed accelerated magnet simulator,
SUTD-MagCraft (please refer to the confidential supplementary material for details). Fig. 16 (a) and (b) shows the mean
0
set to 200 mm
and the range of Bbase versus nbar,base , with Zbase
3
and abase × bbase × hbase = 120 × 30 × 90 mm . Both Fig. 16 (a)
and (b) show that when nbar,base increases, both mean (Bbase )
and 4Bbase increase linearly.
0
Next, the effect of Zbase
on the field pattern is inspected
with a fixed nbar,base . Fig. 17 shows the calculated Bbase along
0
the x-axis at y = 0 mm when nbar,base is fixed at 22 and Zbase
is varied from 150 mm to 200 mm considering the possibility
to accommodate the defined FoV in this paper. As the base
array supplies a concentric field pattern, the 1D plots in Fig. 17
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. (a) The mean magnetic field strength and (b) the range of magnetic field strength within FoV with respect to the number of magnet bar pair, nbar,base ,
for the base array. The remanence and inner radius of all magnet bars are fixed as Br = 1.43 and Rbase = 169.55mm.This inner radius is the minimum
value with nbar,base = 22. Also, the distance between the base IO-ring pair is set as Zbase = 200mm, which is the upper bound for this variable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 17. The magnetic field on x-axis that is produced by the base array with Zbase varying from 150 to 200 mm. The inner radius is fixed as 169.55 mm,
and all magnets have the remanence of 1.43 T.

are sufficient to provide indications on the pattern of gradient
fields the magnet array can offer. As shown in Fig. 17, all
the cases show a monotonical increase when moving from the
center to the peripheral, i.e., from x = 0 to x = 100 or -100
mm. Linear regressions were performed on the curves at the
positive side of Fig. 17, and the coefficient, R2 , was used as
the indicator of linearity. The R2 goes from 0.9484 to 0.9722
with Zbase increases from 150 mm to 200 mm.
I.2: Detailed study of the parameters of the shimming array
The shimming array consists of mring, shim rings (i.e.,
mring, shim /2 ring pairs) and nbar, shim magnet bars around each
ring as shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (b), respectively. As introduced
in the main content, the axial distance between the inner edges
0
of the two rings of a ring pair is denoted as Zshim
. The ring
pair types include IO type (shown in Fig. 2 (a)) and parallel
type (shown in Fig. 2 (b)). The field patterns of these two
0
types of ring pairs at different Zshim
s are shown in Fig. 18.
0
0
Zshim has a range of [0, 360] mm when the maximum Zbase
is set to be 200 mm and thus the maximum of mring, shim is
38 (i.e., 19 ring pairs) when 10 mm magnet cubes are used.

Fig. 18 (a) and (b) show the field patterns of the IO type ring
0
pair when Zshim
= 0 mm and 360 mm, respectively, whereas
Fig. 18 (c) and (d) show those of the parallel type ring pair
0
when Zshim
= 0 mm and 360 mm, respectively. In Fig. 18, it is
seen that all cases show concentric field patterns. on the other
hand, the two types of rings show different gradient patterns.
Moreover, the pattern and strength is severely affected by the
distance between the two rings. When the rings are near to
each other, comparing Fig. 18 (a) and (c), it is seen that the
parallel type of ring pair has much higher field compared to
the IO type, whereas when the rings are far apart, as shown
in Fig. 18 (b) and (d), both cases show a significant decrease
in field strength, meanwhile, comparing the two, it can be
observed that the IO-ring pair has much higher field strength.
0
offers
The variations due to the type of the ring pair and Zshim
flexibility to the optimization of the shimming array when it is
design. Moreover, a higher mring, shim leads to a higher degree
of freedom in the design. One thing to take note is that when
mring, shim is high that the shimming array is longer than the
base array, it may affect the access to the bore of the magnet.
One the other hand, it may not be necessary as the contribution
to the FoV become small when the rings are further apart.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

0
0
0
Fig. 18. The magnetic field of the IO type ring pair with (a) Zshim
= 0 mm, (b) Zshim
= 360 mm, the parallel type ring pair with (c) Zshim
= 0 mm, (d)
0
Zshim
= 360 mm.

The effect on the field pattern of the number of magnet
blocks around a ring in the shimming sub-array, nbar,shim , is
investigated through GA optimizations for a combined field
of the base and the shimming array when nbar,shim was set
to be 8, 12, 16, 20, 22, 24. The number of rings (mring,shim ) was
fixed at 38 where the end-to-end length of the shimming array
0
is the same as that of the base array when Zbase
is set to
the maximum, 200 mm to have a high degree of freedom for
optimization. For the base array, based on the previous inves0
tigations, nbar, base was set at 22 and Zbase
∈ [150, 200] mm.
The resulting main field patterns are shown in Fig. 19 with
the ∆B1D over x-axis and the average field of each map
labeled on top. The ∆B1D is used instead of the overall
∆B, because there can be oscillations at the periphery of the
field patterns, such as in Fig. 19 (a). Since the oscillations are
confined in the peripheral region, while the imaging process
mainly use the central region, ∆B1D can better reflect the
property of the encoding field. Fig. 19 (a), (b), (c), and (d) have
nbar,shim = 8, 12, 16, 20, respectively, and they are plotted with
the same scale and colormap. Fig. 19 (e) and (f) are the cases
where nbar,shim = 22 and 24, which share another scale and
colormap. Both colorbars have a range of 10 mT for better
comparison. It can be observed that when nbar,shim is small,
such as 8 or 12, the field pattern is bumpy in the peripheral
region. Moreover, all the cases have a inhomogeneity over xaxis higher than 1 mT except for the nbar,shim = 24 case, where
∆Bz,main = 0.98 mT (inhomogeneity of 0.9%). From the data
obtained in Fig. 19, it shows that a higher nbar,shim leads to
a higher field homogeneity after an optimization. However, a
high nbar,shim increases the space occupied and increases the
weight. By balancing the field homogeneity and the size and

weight of the shimming array, nbar,shim was set to 24.
I.3: The matching of ∆Bbase and ∆Bshim
Based on the results presented in the previous section,
both the base and the shimming array supply concentric field
patterns. When they are combined, the homogeneity of the
combined field is decided by the matching of their ∆Bbase and
∆Bshim as well as the matching of their linearity. The range
0
of ∆Bbase is from 13 mT to 31 mT when Zbase
is varied from
150 mm to 200 mm as shown in Fig. 17 (b) while for the same
0
range of Zbase
, all the cases show a R2 of higher than 0.945 for
linearity as shown in Fig. 17 (c). In this section, investigation
is conducted to explore the range of ∆Bshim through a GA
optimization as follows.
Two GA optimizations were run to explore a maximum
∆Bshim , one without constrain and the other with constrains of
R2 >= 0.90 and field direction pointing to the −z direction.
The threshold of R2 was chosen to match that of the base array. Although the base array shows a R2 of higher than 0.945,
it is set to be slightly lower to secure a large enough solution
space. In both optimizations, mring,shim = 38 where the endto-end length of the shimming array is the same as that of the
0
base array when Zbase
is set to the maximum, 200 mm to have
a high degree of freedom for optimization, and nbar,shim = 24
to have a high homogeneity of Bshim based on the previous
investigations. Fig. 20 (a) and (b) show the 2D field map and
1D field on x-axis of the unconstrained case, while Fig. 20 (c)
and (d) show the results for the constrained one. As shown
in Fig. 20, the unconstrained case has ∆Bshim = 98.76mT,
while the constrained case has ∆Bshim = 20.09mT. To match
the linearity, ∆Bshim < 20.09mT. Therefore, the linearity
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 19. The optimized main magnetic field Bz with (a) nbar,shim = 8, (b) nbar,shim = 12, (c) nbar,shim = 16, (d) nbar,shim = 20, (e) nbar,shim = 22, and (f)
nbar,shim = 24. (a)-(d) are plotted in the same scale and colormap, while (e) and (f) are plotted in another scale and colormap. Both colorbars have a range
of 10 mT.

matching is translated to the constrains of ∆B < 20mT. To
match this range of ∆B, based on the investigation of ∆Bbase
0
in Fig. 17 (b), the lower bound of Zbase
can accordingly be
changed to 180 mm.

A PPENDIX II: THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF A MAGNET RING

where k is an even number. According to Leibniz integral rule,
the coefficients in Eq. (6) is re-expressed as follows,
Z Z 2π
∂ k Bz (r, z)
Br ∂ k
=
b(r, z, θ0 , z 0 )dθ0 dz 0
∂rk
4π ∂rk
0
∆z 0
(7)
Z Z 2π k
∂
Br
0 0
0
0
b(r, z, θ , z )dθ dz
=
4π
∂rk
0
∆z 0

where b(r, z, θ0 , z 0 ) is the integrand in Eq. (5). Coefficients C1
and C2 correspond to the value of Eq. (6) when k = 2 and
k = 4, respectively. In order to examine the condition when
the higher order terms can be neglected, the ratio of C2 /C1
is plotted with respect to ∆Z in Fig. 21. As can be seen
in Fig. 21, when ∆Z is in the range of (235.9, 236.2) mm,
!0.01, and the fourth-order term is negligible.
C2 /C1 <
Z Z 2π X
2
2
0
Ri − Ri r cos θ
Br
i
(−1)
dθ0 dz 0
Bz (r) =
2 + R2 − 2rR cos(θ 0 ) + (z − z 0 )2 ) 23
4π
(r
0
i
i
i=1
A PPENDIX III: VALIDATION OF THE FORCE CALCULATION
∆z
(5)
OF MAGNET BLOCKS
where R1 = R + ∆R, R2 = R are the outer and the inner
To validate the “MagCraft” for magnetic force calculation
radius of the ring, and R and ∆R are labelled in Fig. 7.
between permanent magnets, a simple example consisting of
Cylindrical coordinate was used. Taylor series was used to
two magnet blocks is used to run CST simulation. The two
expand Eq. (5) at r = 0. As the field pattern is concentric,
magnet blocks are identical cubes with a side length of 10
Bz (r) could be reduced to a two-variable function Bz (r, z)
mm. One is centered at the origin, and other is centered
and Eq. (5) is re-written as,
at (x, y, z) = (0, 30, 0) (mm). They are both polarized in
+y-direction with a remanence of Br = 1.43T. The force
∞
X
rk ∂ k
Bz (r, z)|r=0
(6) experienced by the two magnets are shown in Table III. The
Bz (r, z) =
k! ∂rk
resolution used for MagCraft calculation is 0.05 mm. Since
k=0

For the z-component of the magnetic field supplied by
a magnet ring
PN as shown in Fig. 7, it can be expressed as
Bz (x, y) = n=0 Cn (x2n +y 2n ), where Cn is the coefficient
of the nth order term. Alternatively, in a cylindrical coordinate
system, it can be expressed using the equation below,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 20. (a)(c) The 2D shimming field map, (b)(d) the 1D shimming field plots along the x-axis after the optimization that maximizes ∆Bshim where (a)(b)
are the fields of the unconstrained case, while (c)(d) are those of the case that has the constraint that the coefficient of determination R2 >= 0.90. The
optimizations are run with mring,shim = 38 and nbar,shim = 24.

A PPENDIX IV: GA O PTIMIZATION FOR MAGNET
INSERTION

Fig. 21. The ratio of the fourth order coefficient over the second order
coefficient, C2 /C1 .

the x- and z-components of the resulting magnetic forces are
close to zero, only the y-component needs to be compared.
If the CST simulation result is used as the reference, then
the error of the MagCraft calculation should be 1.4% and
1.2%, respectively. When the magnitude of the force becomes
stronger, the relative error will be further reduced. Since
MagCraft is used to check the magnetic forces within the
whole PMA, which can go up to several hundred Newton, an
accuracy of about 1% at a magnitude of 1 N can be considered
as good.

In this section, the optimization of the magnet insertion
sequence for the first base ring is presented in detail. This
ring has 22 magnet blocks, therefore GA needs to select a 22permutation that can effectively suppress the force experienced
by each magnet during insertion. For each individual, the
forces experienced by all magnets when they are being inserted
to their designed positions are calculated. The maximum force
is used as the fitness function, which aims for avoiding insertion of magnets that requires too large force. The population
size is set to 50, and the stop criterion is the saturation of the
best fitness value with a tolerance of 1 N for 20 generations.
Under this setting, GA stops at iteration 51. At the beginning,
the average of the fitness value, that is, the average of the
maximum forces during insertion over 50 random sequences,
is 440 N; however, at the end of the optimization, the resulting
sequence gives the maximum force during insertion as 318 N.
This result shows an improvement of more than 25% from a
random sequence of magnet insertion, which comes out to be
very effective.
A PPENDIX V: E XPERIMENTAL EXAMINATIONS OF THE
TEMPERATURE DRIFT OF N52 N D F E B MAGNET BLOCK
The temperature drift of the permanent magnet was tested
on a 10 mm N52 NdFeB cube magnet. Fig. 22 shows experimental setup. As shown in Fig. 22, a Hall probe (LakeShore
460 Gaussmeter) positioned at a PI (Physik Instrumente) xyzmoving platform (VT-80 linear stage) was used to measure
the Bx , By and Bz components of the magnetic field when
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Method
CST simulation
MagCraft
calculation

Magnet index
1
2
1
2

Fx /N
-2.3924e-4
2.3858e-4
-1.9062e-18
1.3906e-17

Fy /N
0.94307
-0.94486
0.95640
-0.95640

Fz /N
4.9674e-4
8.7691e-6
-2.6588e-19
-2.6588e-19

TABLE III
T HE FORCES BETWEEN TWO IDENTICAL MAGNET BLOCKS COMPUTED BY CST SIMULATION AND M AG C RAFT CALCULATION . T HE MAGNET BLOCKS
ARE CUBES WITH A SIDE LENGTH OF 10 mm AND POLARIZATION IN +y- DIRECTION . T HE CENTER LOCATIONS OF MAGNET 1 AND 2 ARE
(x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) ( MM ) AND (0, 30, 0) ( MM ), RESPECTIVELY. T HE REMANENCE OF THE TWO MAGNETS ARE BR = 1.43 T.

Case 1: 22.9 °C
Bx /mT By /mT Bz /mT
9.615
-11.931
8.439
-7.079
-19.684
20.279
-12.118
-10.454
7.558
21.450
-5.801
19.998
-11.716
-8.154
54.630
-19.888
-1.775
18.346
12.455
10.194
7.790
-3.658
23.377
18.397
-10.732
13.485
6.766

Case 2: 25.7 °C
Ratio: Case 1/Case 2
Bx /mT
By /mT
Bz /mT
Rx
Ry
Rz
9.627
-11.928
8.381
0.999
1.000
1.007
-7.089
-19.720
20.225
0.999
0.998
1.003
-12.106
-10.453
7.494
1.001
1.000
1.008
21.564
-5.848
19.987
0.995
0.992
1.001
-11.786
-8.282
54.879
0.994
0.985
0.995
-19.932
-1.822
18.336
0.998
0.974
1.001
12.500
10.219
7.774
0.996
0.998
1.002
-3.688
23.472
18.428
0.992
0.996
0.998
-10.750
13.495
6.741
0.998
0.999
1.004
TABLE IV
T HE MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS ON THE PLANE THAT IS 12 MM AWAY FROM AN N52 N D F E B MAGNET CUBE DESCRIBED IN F IG . 22 UNDER A ROOM
TEMPERAUTRE OF 22.9 °C AND 25.7 °C. C OLUMN 7-9 SHOWS THE CORRESPONDING RATIO BETWEEN THE TWO CASES .

strength between the two cases shows that the temperature drift
of the magnetic field 12 mm away from the magnet block is
below 1%.

Fig. 22. The hardware configurations for the magnetic field measurement
to test the temperature drift of an N52 NdFeB magnet cube. The permanent
magnet cube has a side length of 10 mm. The blue arrow in the close-up box
indicates the polarization of the magnet.

the sensor tip was 10 mm above the magnet cube, an actual
distance of 12 mm between the sensor inside the sensor tip
and the magnet surface. On this plane, the measurement was
conducted within a 2 cm × 2 cm region with a step size of
1 cm. Five measurements were taken under a room temperature of 22.9 °C and 25.7 °C, and the average values of the measured magnetic field components were recorded in Table IV.
The temperature was measured using a Keysight U1181A
immersion temperature probe. The ratio of the measured field

